1. Introduction. Let (S, p) be a bounded complete metric space and <j> a contractive mapping of S into itself; i.e., p(<t>(x), <l>(y)) g ap(x, y), where a G (0, 1), x,yES.
Then it follows from a theorem due to Banach that the iterated images, <pn(S) of S shrink to the fixed point, a of <p. This fact can be written in the form n,J°_i <p"(S)= {a}.
Since this formula does not involve the metric and has a topological character, it is therefore natural to ask the following question.
Let S be a compact metrizable topological space and <j> a continuous mapping of S into itself which has the property that 0<p"(S) = {a}. Is it possible to find a metric p(x, y) generating the given topology of 5 such that the mapping <p is contractive with respect to p? The answer to this question is affirmative and we will give the construction of the desired metric p. It should be mentioned that in the paper [l] a similar problem has been solved for a given abstract set S and a mapping <p: S->S satisfying the condition that each iteration <pn of <p has a unique fixed point.
2. Construction of the metric with respect to which <j> is nonexpansive. We will assume 5 to be a compact metrizable topological space, and denote by 9TI the set of all metrics on 5 generating the given topology of S. The mapping <p will be assumed to be continuous on S* and to satisfy C\<pn(S) = {a}.
2.1. Theorem 1. Under the assumptions made on <j>, there exists in 2(11 a distance function p such that p(<p(x), <p(y)) ^p(x, y).
Proof. Let us take any p(E3TC and define p(x, y) as follows. p(x, y) = sup" p(<£"(x), <p"(y)), for re = 0, 1, 2, • • • . From the definition we have p(x, y)^p(x, y). The triangle inequality follows easily. For let x, y, z(ES. From the definition of p there exists a number n such that p(x, z) =p(<p"(x), <f>n(z)), and p{x, z) g P(<t>"(x), r(y)) + p(4>n(y), 4>n(z)) ^ p(x, y) + piy, z).
In order to prove that pG3K we have only to show that x"->px implies x"->px. Let us assume that p(x", x)-t-»0. Then there exists a Presented to the Society, November 29, 1963 under the title Converse of the theorem on contracting mapping; received by the editors December 17, 1964. subsequence of {x"}, which we denote again by {x"}, for which p(xn, x)->7>0, where 7 is some positive number. From the definition of p follows the existence of integers ki, &2, ■ • • such that p(x", x) = p(<p4n(x"), 0*"(x)) for » = 1, 2, • • • . We have to consider two cases:
(a) The set \kn\ is bounded.
Then there exists a number k in the sequence {kn} which is infinitely repeated and therefore for a suitably selected subsequence we have p(<j>k(xn), <p*(x))->7>0 which is a contradiction because xn-*x and therefore also <p*(x")-»$*(x).
(b) The set {&"} is not bounded.
Selecting a suitable subsequence we have the result that where {kn} is now a monotonically increasing sequence of natural numbers. Because <^fel(x)G0*"(S) and r\<pkn(S) = {a} we arrive again at a contradiction, which proves our assertion.
3. The construction of a metric p* with respect to which the mapping 4> is contractive.
3.1. Definition.
Let S = A0, <t>(S) =AU ■ ■ ■ ,<j>n(S)=An ■ ■ ■ and introduce the functions n(x) and n(x, y) as follows:
n(x) = max{«: x G An\, n(x, y) = min{w(x), n(y)\.
3.2. Theorem 2. For any aG(0,1) there exists in 9TC a distance function p* such that p*(<p(x), d>{y))^ap*{x, y).
Proof. By Theorem 1 there exists a metric p(x, y), such that the mapping <f> is nonexpansive with respect to it. Let X(x, y) = an(x-v'>p(x, y).
Because n(<p(x), <£(y))=w(x, y) + l> it follows that X(0(x),*(y)) S aX(x,y).
The function X(x, y) is not in general a metric. However a desired metric p*(x, y) can be defined as n p*(x, y) = inf XI Kxh x<+i)
where the infimum is taken over all possible finite systems of elements xi, x2, • • • , Xn+iG-S such that x = Xi and xn+i=y. It follows from the definition that p*(x, y) ^X(x, y) ^p(x, y). We will show the validity of the triangle inequality for p*. Let x, y, zSS and e>0. From the definition of p*(x, y), p*(y, z) there exist elements In order to prove that p*(x, y) is a metric it remains to show that p*(x, y)j^0 for XT^y. Let w(x)^ra(y). From the definition of p*(x, y) it can directly be seen that if «(x)=w(y) then p*(x, y)^a"(x)p(^. y) while if w(x) <«(y) then p*(x, y) ^d(x) -an(:c) where d(x) is a distance of the point x from the compact set An(xW. d(x) is therefore a positive number, hence p* is a distance function. In order to prove thatp*G3Il it remains to show that x"->p*x implies x"->px. If this is not the case, then because of compactness with respect to p there exists a subsequence, which we denote again by jx"J such that xn-^>py. y^x, and therefore also that p*(x", y)->0, which is a contradiction.
It remains to prove that p*(<p(x), <p(y)) ^ap*(x, y). Let e>0 be a given number. From the definition of p*(x, y), there exists a representation of p*(x, y) in the form n p*(x, y) = X) M*i, xi+i) -«i where ex < e. »=i Now we have n n p* (*(*)> <t>(y)) = EK*W, 0(*<+O) = a £x(x,-, Xi+i), i-i »=i which gives p*(d>(x), <p(y)) g ap*(x, y) + an.
Because e was chosen arbitrarily, this proves our theorem.
